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I understand that 4 number' of you are interested in developing

comp ter understanding syestems, and more- specifically; question
0

answe ng syetems. -let's as sume, for an hour, that we all have the

,same goa n Mind. We w6uld like to construct a system that under-
,

---stands some f -gment of the English language i4 written fo The °

system,Will unde -tand a limited vocabulary, and a limited ,number of,.
.

. syntactic consttuct ons:F-It Will accept only sentences that are

requests in qUestion ormv and sentences which,are iFtiaiaons in
deClarative form. .It t, for example, be ails to accept

- ifc fit"_sentences'in imperative orm; conditional

The system will have some fats about certain subjects stored
°

in its'memory in some canonical form. It will b ~e able to represent

the meaning of 4 senVilce in thit canonical .forft* and will ha(re a

way to translate from'Englishinto this canonical form. The,task
k

of the system is to use its knowledge, . -in conjunction with a

--!

Problem- solving Ostem, to understand certain questions, posed to

sit interpret"those questions as-specific commands, search its

memory for the relevant facts, and produce'the appropriate answers.
)

1

This is thegoal. The qUestion now becomes, what would the

system have to know in order to performthe operations involved in
.,

urderstanding the .question, searching for the facts4...and_giming_the____

answer. Another way of statinghis question is to ask what know -

ledge speakers of English pOssess that allows them to'perform,

the same operations.

You laill'notice,-,:hat many examples in this,pape-t are stated

in terns of a fact, a question, and an answer. Let's assume' that

the facts represent knowledge that our system has. The queStions

represent requests for information that,we have made of the

ft, -



system, and the answers.represent responses we would the
. I.

system to make. Given these Licteand-these qdestionh, we can,, .

focus on what the system-would-have to know in order7to(come up.

with the responses listed. Now, if Nip 'were operatin with an

actual system only the cidestions and 'the answers wou a be

*represented in EngliSh.- The facts,would be. stored in s me
.

notation which was"-indndent of,actual English words. Bpt

4 course there-is-no-notatton-available
1 . that Ve4-re all

familiar With, soI have been forced to r4resent. the-fa s in-
. ,

:,..N
English alsb. I have' tried to represent the-lacts_in such away

i,.

thatthey are semantically.transparent. 1 may have failed in
-'1,__ /

some' cases, and I apologize'i naa7vance for that.
.

My jo15--t6Say, then is to try to characterize some of the

knowledger.b'f'the semantic structure of their language-that

,peoplehave: I think I can do that, but I can't do it in

isolation from syntactit'structure. I don't think that one -can,

-draw sharp distinctions between syntax and semantics.

MOst people who study languages assume, correctly I think,
- .

that 'the meaning of eaeirtence is composed. of_the- meanings of

In order to understand the semantic StructUre of a

sentence we must know what its 4,--tsape and hoW t are

related to each other`. In qescriptive terms e can say that these

parts are related to each other. Tn descr ptive terms we can say

A. a description of the syntactic'structure of athat

language will tell us what the elements in the

language are, and-how they can' be combined.

B.. a detcription of the semantic structure will tell.

us what the meanings of the elements are, and
,

what the Meanings of the combitiafions are.: To
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attempt to do semantics without iyntax would

be to describe the meanings of the elements_

and theii, combinatigns without knowing what

the elements and their combinations are.

Becauie,of time limitations, I *mid like to divide the

meaningful elements Of-Ehhlish-int4twO groups - the set of won*

and the set of sentences. This, oficourses.is a gross Over- .
simplif'i'cation which obscures many semantic facts that need faTe

,

be characterized. But by limiting myself to only two groups,,,-\

b. t
. . . .

in this way, I can .getter forcus in -the general properties-
,--

that
, .

/
-

they exhibit and the general relations that they enter into:'

. "

41orMally wikuse weir0,-to aescri:Le...and to refer to what's

oingon in

the Russian

the world The' word Russian 1 n-the phrase-

is, in 'general, used to ,pick out ome ,partiralar.

individual With Certaiiiipharacteristics. And t

as in the sentence-the' Russian hit the bail, is, used to pick out

some pai4ticular activity of a certain type. But not all words
.

have these functiOns of, describing and referring in all cases.

'These is a small group of words which can serve as syntaCmtic

e word hiti.

/ ,

indicators with little if any descriptive content, or referential

. -It annoyed,the Russian that he couldn't hit the ball

In (1) both it end that have no descriptive Content;---indtImnr---;e

,;

,

\ don't refer to anything. It is functioning as a sort of place
. \

._, .

for the subject.position and that serves to,mark the following
'___, .

. .'
.

, .

clause as subordinate `s:
,

If you take a descriptive word like boy, you would want to
, .

say that it has meaning' which is independent of the object you
.

use it io_regep to. You might want to, characterize it, in terms of
.
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sema fid primes
A A1 ..

of.words, ,:alled deictic words or indexicals, which have little content

A , .

out side of a partibular context. That is, we use them to refer but

like 'human', emale','youngL. gut there is a class

not *o describe:0

2,. a) Thee's a Russian'wholos in my class

b) There's-a Russian who's in my lab who doesn't like

Egyptians

In (2b) the word there is most commonly 'used as a synt-abilc indicator.,

.It doesn't have meaning and-doesn't refer-.- In (2a) the Wore. there,

and the word my, are both used to refer to something. But without

knowledge of the situation -in Which this sentende_occurs, wt do 't'

know what they refer tO,_andiwe can't say anything, about whether,. the
_--

sentence is true or not. The implications for a question a_ nswering
'1...., ....

,
t

.. _
. .

syste ar obvious. Tile system will have to make, decisions about when =a

word oesn't refer, and, when it does. And if the word. refers, the
/ o

0

system' will have to decide what, in the present-context, the word,"

refers to.

3. fact: Three people are

and Henry

Is there a Russian in the room with me?

: Yep f,

in-the lab: a Russian; an Egyptian.,

.1

In order to answer thii question, the:System has to know that the

word there does'not refer, and that the word me does refer and*also:

thatthe_referentOf the word:the_Ls_not_the Russian._ The referent_

inuA,t-ber-e-ither -the Egyptian or Henry.

Another more complicated 'case is che,. use 'of one in the following
/'
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4. fact: One country left the UN and one country joined

./

Q: Did, Oone country leave the UN and join NAT,/
r

A: No

A'country tellstells us that-we are referring to a country, _

'in each ease, but notNalech country. We need amore complete context
4

to decide that. But in addition, the fact. that the phrase (Me. country'

is-mentioned twice-;-in the fact, tells-us-that-two-differdilt-dOUntf-

are being referred to. The Q asks if one country did two things. -The

fact tells that two countries did one thing each. 'TcE!capitulate-

what I've said so.far - we can describe words in terms of their

descriptive properties, and their referential propertiel. Words can

be said to refer, and they can be said not to refer. .0f\the words
1

that=are-used-to-refer; some can be said to have descriptive' content
.

independent of context,others have only context dependent \content.
,

-

-- But even for words-which-Alway-N-hd-Ve-descriptive cont nt, it,
- - 7,

is,not:enough to know their meanings in isolation. They enter into
\ /

relations with other words which'add to their meaning. We sometimei

call th added meaning categorical_ meaning, as op

meaning.
. .

/
..., -A/ 5. a) The the Egyptian

, - , .

.
..b)"

\
The Russian fell into the Suez Canal

c) The Russian looked nervous

In each case we know the meaning of the word Russian, and in each"

case the .word is the subject of the s ntence, and yet we percei e
-

. that the'relation of ;the word to t verb is different in each case., ,

.

. In (a), we know the Russian is the actor; in.(b), he is the

exp6riencer or patient; in (c), he is neither. A qUestion

answering system has to know tb's kind of information in order to

7
5,
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decide what, of all the informatioAitO! stored about the

Russian, mill be.appropriate as arc.,Anwer to-different"kinds o
' r. -

-4411estiOns. Let's assume that, a have (a), lb), (c)-stored\ds,
4 r .

...
facts in the' system. Infansw r to .question 61:Only la*-ii-an

appropriati-OSwer.

Q: .146-at'did the Russian --d ?- ---°-

A: The Russian told the Egyptian
6.

n answer to 7, only. (b) is appropriate.

-7. Q: What, happened to the Russiati?

A: He fell into the Suez/ anal,

There is no generalized question form w Ich mill get at the
!

information in I,n'order-to get at that land-of informatio

I

the queition, mould have to be'mUchmore spe ific.

Words also enter into relations with t e lintactic dtructd es

in which they occur. , This interrelation,'S;ryes to delimit the
meaningful functional role which ,the word has in that_structure.

\-

An example of the relations.between words and the structure they
.. .-

oee r--in is the following-T--

t
8. fact: The Russian promised pe Egyptian (to go).

Q: Did theRUssian promise to go?

A: Yes

9. The Russian expected (the Egyptian togo

Q: Did the Russian expect to go?

A. Nec-
4 \

oin this case, it.is the difference in the undirl,yingstructural

-Lion th4t the two verbs enter into which eterMine that the

Russian would do the.going:in 8, and tha the Egyptian woul do'

/

.
- - .

the going in 9. The parentheses in th facts,in'8 and 9.are there
.

,

t6 6how that the information is not tored in an ambiguous syntactic



. - I

o .r!_ in the system. 4ut questrns_Astik'ecL:.ar_ee.x nrass.ed ant.th.e._
.

. ..

san4:syntoctic.form, and it i's the, relation of the verb to the
.

.
..., . '_ , ::- , i ,

contruction which will di-sambiguate. these catee. : is

i

I

.

-

0

7
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I'd likeft6 leave the difcussion of words now, and go on to a, .

:;'discussion Of sentences . Nany properties that we can predicate

i

4
of words: .can also predicate of'- sentences? r--

-Let:uS Itrst focus on prdperties of sentences, and then go into a

dis
.

sion of the rislationS that. sentences can enter into. There

are a-:-.KGIEer of iroperties that sentences can _have. They can_be

/analytic, theyan be contradictory,,they.can be ambiguous. The

_first two properties-;- although thiv-mi_Ot_hi_of_SOpiklinterest-to:

logrians mill not be, T thipk,df interest to th7ein_retted.

'in _our Q answering g systfm,.so.I wi 1 ignore the But theerty
,

of ambiguity o
.

-A-sentence- can-

'-aMbiguous-beca

\-
Ii'*

sentences, is one that is essenti 1 for us face',
._

beTailibi-in differeni w47si it c n be, structurally
.-.--0' -

se one surface structure,ca represent.two or more 4
1

underlying structures; it can be lexically. ambiguous. because one
0

or m
.

re words have different meanings, which have ndt been.
- .

.elimin'ated.Lby the meaning.i of the-other words in-"the sentence,' and .

".
0

.

sentence can be referentially ambiguous, - wLat I' have in mind here

is fact that we can rise to refer to objects or events

,
. I. . .. . .\ .

, . .

in th world, but ''Can also use, it to refer descriptive
,

--content f the words in\the sentence,itself.. .

tru tural-ambiguity occurs whentifferent underlying structures

3

are' altered

wr =itxen I-

.

n such a way as.to.make them look the same when. they are

--certain-Lea lcal:-.1-tem-can-occur-in-two different

tures,Nand bothunderlying structures have the same
T

underlying stru

surface structure., then that resalting surface -structure is

ambiguous. Look fist tke

both interpretatia

t's the difference in

question of 10. It is ambiguous But-

-1
eanings of the words are the same.

ntact c'relalons which gives us the

8 1.0 .

0

.r

0

. -

"



difference in semantic interpretation.

fact':, The members of the Russian delegation are not

dignitaries.

factV. The members of the RuSsian delegation are-

t ' /

1

visiting several dignitarie

Are the members of'the'Russia delegatiOn visiting

dignitarp?

.,,Norma

question, a

to do the s

AC What do you mean by "visiting dignitariqs"?'

t

on the membe

characterize

me

'who are visit

R's are visiti

. this tactic do

gua
.%! 1 t :

one approach,would be.. to program our system iRLaiteittpt
. . .

.
thing. It -might loOk_through,.iti store of information .

of thivRussian delegation to bee d o w the ere.
. . A I

If tne machine knOws that the Russians are dignitaries
. -

ng, it will answer "yes "; if it has
,

g iMpbrtant.p6ple, it will answerp
isn't always work -fort people, and

the systemPeibh r. Suppose ,the

wad have to dis
4

Here thesYstem

one interpretatio of the questi
r. 0 ,

the fact. that the

ea"*also.\ But

won't woxik4or

stem knows the two facts stated in 10.

biguate. The correct answer to -

would be "Yes- they are visiting

. ,
sewal Clignitarierand 'the answer to the other interprwtation, S.

I

c.

t

would be "No - the: ussians are n 4 dignitaries."
.

/

. . .

,

.
.. .

Lexicalzapbiguity occurs when we.111.-e:One.word to refer to .

..
. .

.

?

.different ob'ects or ,vents or relations in.the wo_tiost_....1.zords
. . .

iguouS in this
,

wail; there are only a few, usuallyin the lanzuake are am

nighly technical words

we can.ciimihate all but

r ferring to t& meaning

fig ing out what the app

lat have Cone and only ohe meaning. Normally

one meaing of a word in a,sentence by-

of the other words in the sentende and

. .

opriate combinations are. But

11
_ __



,...

docassionally wie have to, ask what a rparticulir word means.

,
, it. Q:-""Lia-the Ein)1ians miss the Surz Canal? ' _ .,.

. 0 , . ,-__
A: I don't-Lluipx,yhat you mean by the, word "miss" . .*-

I .,, - le -i - . . ,--,--42

Do ..,ac, imean 11..,long' for" 2. fail to find?
....--31 -. ,,. .

1- . Referential amb

hand,le than the kinds

ity have proven to be far):more difficult to./
'ye talked- about so far-.-----Yet-'it-is--one ".

I - &-that all speakers of a language can comprehend; and one which I.'m
-

1 s-i
,,.....1._.4_ very much afraid .ai\-,1? good ques_tift__,Anr.-wig_tl' st_ear-wi-i-t--hay:e.-to*

'.--4 a
.

4.,,

.--
cppe with. I Mentione

I ,
,

\

before., when talking about'
a refer ;o!things or

icit- iere . rds or -phra

contend.. Words , phrase

'-they, are used to describe

--.
Let-rrm.-get

have sense *(or ,des-criptive

are used- to. refer) to ob ects., ever ts, -state's of affairs etc.
..- ,. ir\- ,

/*Vet us say of a simple! sialar _noun or noun phrase that its sense. ,
4

s Is .

a bit moexpre

bras, that

events,',,etq._
I

es or sentences

sy sentences

-'

isa concept of ani`individual; and that its referent' is in-indiy- a
- - -,

Let-us say of a predicate phrase,' that its-sense-&-s-t-* he-memt,_
-.t

, . 4, . . ,

' ) which it expresses, arid that it is used to refer to ii cIass
%
of In,diVidqa

... . ,

c
,.

(eg. the predicate "is \red" refets. to" the
."1,.-

class Of tbings that
\ ..

.1
are red, and ''has as it's, 'tense the pi,operty of being' red) ./

\ Let ussay of a sentence- at its s'nte" is the py expressed

'v that S and that Its used-to refer to a state of affair,6

some -say, to a trutii:value. \
36 far, I,' ye 3aid that. we_ use 4t4ords arid seAtences- to

or as

refer

'

to objects andlflasses of objects, and states of .Butut what' . ,
,

is important to be aware of is the fact that we cian also use them- to .

,e .
SS . _ ----,

refer- to their senses;, 1...e. we use a N. or NP to refer. not -to an i

individual, but to the individual coricent.. We can Use a predicate.. _, - . ,......;.
to refer not to a class of obetts, but to a certain'property -thit- ., -

. ... -.,-

the class has and- we can use-a/s1entenc2 e !,,refer not to an actual ..

..
0-

'L:4-



rj,

, ,
, ./ . ,

..--,-.'

state. of affaiv's., but rather tcr the 'proposition expressed by the
,,,, /

sentence. .. - , P
4 --

12._ 4. The Premier of Russia went to 'Egypt yester ay.' yesterday. ,

l 1

*b) '' The-, Premier of Russia must be' elected byz-the Tarty.
,;

1

In a)', I'm using the,..term ",the Premier of Russia" tc, refer to an
. _

. / / . ,
----=.--_,

Tindlilduali -But in the obvious interpretation-of-the b )
, . -- .

,..
sentence, I'm not using the term "the Premier of Russia" to refer.sentence,

.._. ...

to individual at all. I'm really saying that any Premier of-arr'

- .

,. .. 4 . } 4

4 ,
4 4* Bissia, whoever hie s, must', be elected! by 'the party. That Iins',_

using -the term "the Premier ,of Russia" !.to refer to.ii-ss-e'se-....--i-4..-:;;-;7.
.

,Of *course., in the other interpreation.of b), I'm really rdferring,,
,

1 -,
. avto

. . N

o an indi4idual; I might be ,implying that that ifidiv*al is ii.o"---
1

l' \I.
.different :than- anyOne else:-

_/

So, 12b) is ambiguous e. -in dne

a

,Ry aCtua3a1#

referring to an 'individual; in
r,

to an, individual at

teim "The, Premier'of---
,

. .
,referring

,way. The

the other- interpretation, 'm Anot

-
12a )-/ IA": not -am xguout in this

1.21.t0',.an individual!' use;

''d `"sa . "
Let- - us look

can only have-.'thd "referring

'13. a).* The Russian' does t have a hat.

*131)) .is
. s '
.,.,..the preciica are always brown, is used to refer to its sense'

..,-.
4,,*, rather than to

in, sihich they' predicate
. , .

d to refer to a particular class of'

d' be something like. - the Ru'ssian's

) *The Russ'ianis hate are' always brown.

a entente in which:in 'the most .obvibUs interpretation

ass of. bjects. In the other reading, the one

br wn hats, the interpret tion

hats are brown and. lever c...-haing-e,,to any othe olcir ;- they stay
-

But notice that i1.7 the system had both aY and b) store facts

, ..

._ the only reading of b) would be the one in''wh4.ch the

11 13

terms re.



.

to,their senses,not to objects in the world. Not let ur
A

-- at a'catewpere a whole claus/e is aMbiguous in 'this 'way.
.,

14.. a) The Russians -don''t know the author of.the UkSpeeCh.
/

b) The Russians believe that the authat of. the UN speech

look

k/
,

// is a fool..

In 14b) the,clause following believe is ambiggous-as 'o what it '

.

\ )

ref: to. .In one interpretation, it refers to a state 'f:Taffairi.

\ . t

ere is a author and he is a fool,' and, the Russians believe it.
.

\ t.
But again, if we have 14a) 'as a fdclt in the system, the only possible

\ - 1,

----interpretationof.,I 14b) is- e one in which the sentence followihg -

-__-___

'believe refers to,apropoditicmand-hotto a staieof-affairi.
.

14b)cOilld.be true even if.ther,e were no authorind,no
,

UN speeCh.'
, , \ -

This ambiguiWifitrifirence is determined by the occurrent
. .

-.---- -,, " : -
in_thepe sentences and others like; them, of several verb, modal aril(

, adverb classes.:, propositiohal-attitude Vs like say,, believe, ihiniti

.- 1

.

f;7\ .

,-

- ,

emotion verbs like\wantllope, would hate,-adverbs like always, -;,

-- 1 I ,

possibly, lials like must,wOuld,. This distinction '

is one, that the philosophers have more to say about thane linguists.

Vntil recently, it has bee Ignored by linguists and you won't

\find much in linguistic literatupe on it. Life would be a lot

4
easier we could ignore it,lbut I don't think we can. We've

seen. 116w it migY t affect the. storage of facts-in our system. Let'S

see how it migh affect its question answering ability.

15. fact: The Rusians found a solution

What solution did the,. Russians find?

A: I don't know/the actual solution

16.- fact: the RusSians 6ought a solution

Q what solutidn did the Russians seek

That's: a nonsensical question

l2 14



Now let us turn to relations betweed senteres. If a-speaker\ .

N ,

,

. .
.

of aaanguage knoWs the meaning of a Ientence within that language,

he.-a s
\
o knows that there are certain relationships that hold between

1

that senterce and certain other sentences, and he knows what these
.

\/ .

_

,
r sente

\otheanswernces,are. In
,

order for a per-son td\be-able to

questions about facts; he must understand.these relations between

Sentences. Our. question answering system must :do this also'

Probably the mot obvious relation between sentences, one that'
.

ever one me to mention, is synonymy.
.

.

it .,-f-synonymy: But I. don't want to spend- any time on it because.

it's- notoriously difficult to define, and I think maYb

away with -not defining it directly r ques

/
---1.;yA4m, -and foraSeman theory_pf natural language: I think at

can get

on answerin

lot of synonymy relations between sentences can be accounted for,

1.

other-mays - -for example, the relation between the sentences. " -It
. , -

took me a long time to write this piper" and'HI 'took a long time

to write this paper" can b'e accounted for in terms of their both
. . .

,

having the same underlying structure. .The relation that I want to

-
focus on here is what I'm calling entailment: vIn general,

ment,is a relation between two sentences such that if one sentence

is true,, then the other sentence has to be true also. Btit entailment,,

takes several forms, and it is instructive to look at them in some-,

detail. 4
3:7. a) All of the digniiaries ar,4 Russian

/b!) Some of the dignitaries are Russian

If we know a) to be a fact, we also know b) to be a fact because

we-know the relatiOnship between all and some. We've known about

this kind of entailment for a long time - anyone who's had a logic

course will 'be aware of it. But we have been finding that this

13 15
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entailment relation holds betty n many more types of sentence

..-'pairs than-had-

18. a)

b)

o)

If we know that

been previously noticec.

The Russians managed to warn'the Egyptians.

The: Russians forgot to .warn the Egyptians,4.

TheRussianS expected to warn the Egyptians.'

a) is a fact, we also.know-that the RussianSwarhed

the Egyptians. Another case of entailment. On tilz other hando

,if we know that b) is a fabt, we know that the Russians didn't warn

.1

the %Egyptians'- a case of negativet,eptailment. But even if' we

know 'that c)i'La.fact, we do not Isp,ow if the Russian .did or did
..

-not warn the Egyptians.. Verbs like manage and, forget are called_

'implicative verbs. . ---.
,

I f
There is a special kind of, entailment whic is som=etimes

.entailment;.i.e., if'A entails B, then B-ental6

19. fact: Pussia sold'armsto

Q: Did Eg'pt buy arms from Russi ?

A: Yes
r.

Weknow. that if Ruq.sia sold arms to Egypt, then -Egytrt-lb6ught

arms fOom Russia. And if Egypt bought arms from Russia, then

`Russia sold arms to Egypt. It makes no di ferencelwhich it-its
.fact

'-'

act and which is the queseion The a ns,er is the same.

\\' There are some interesting entailme relations that show

clearly the interrelation's between the words and the structural

fo ms with which they occur. Let us 1oo'k at one involving verb

and tense forms:

The--Russian-began wa xing in the park today.

Q: did the Russian walk the park today?

A: yes

O



21. fact:- The Russian began walking to Washington, today

Q: did the Russian walk

A:. I don't know

The, entailment relation between the-

past .holds in the walk case, but it

case,

to Washington today?
I

/'
past'progressive'and simple,.

doei ',not hold for the walk to

A sentence can entail many othel"sentences. But in the usual

case what a sentence.entails is not what the negation of thit sentence.

/
entails. The sentence "All of the dignitaries are RUsian" entailt

' \
'h '

.

/ 8 ,

/ 'tile s isentences "Some of the eignitaries are Russians" But its- 01
,i -

r,

negatiOn,,"All of the dignitaries are not Russian"' dOes not entail''

"Some of the dignitaries are Russian." But for certain sentence

.

types, both the sentence and its negation entail thewane sentence.

When this occurs, we call the, relation one-of presupposition.

general, then.for a sentence A to presuppose a sentence B, then

both A, and the negation of A must entail B.

22. fact: The Russians (don't) realize that an insurgent.

group is operating in Egypt.

Q: Is an insurgent group operatingiin Egypt?

A: yps

Notice, that the yes answer is correct for either fact; that the

RubSians do- realize that an insurgent group is operating in Egypt;

and .that the Russians don't realize that an insurgent' group is oi\:4 ating ,p.
, --

___in, Egypt. This presupposition _relation occurs'in this cape becadse

the sentence contains a f ctive verb realize.. But it aisO holds
/

/

between sentences in which no factive verb appears. IThe sentence

"Itwas Brutus who killed Caesar," presupposes the sen ence "Someone

-killed Caesar."

The presupposition relation has special significance for

is 17



question-answering sysieffis, because. questions carry presuppositions

too, In order to know the correct answer to a question, you must

know' what its presuppositions are. -SuppOse-the system knows the

fact in 24, but it doesn't know anything about when this occurred.

.23. fact: he'Russians armed the Egyptian's

Q: When did the.Russians arm the Egyptians?

,A:' I dqn.!trknow.'

The question presupposes thatthe Rusians armed the Egyptians and .

asks for additional information about thatifact. Since the system:

doesn't have the additional 'information, correctly answers

"I don't.know." Mut suppose that the machine had no information at all

about the Russcan's arming the Egyptians.- If youAask it the same

question, "When did the Fussianc arm the Egyptiane", the "I don

know answer would be'mis/eading. One approach o hen--

dling is by.having the system reply, "I can't explain a.

nonexistent fact." ,This looks like a neat solution. But the prOblem

is.even more-Complicated than this. Suppose the presupposition of

the question flatly contradicts a fact that the system has stored, as in

24.

z
24. fact: the Russians did not,arm the Egyptians

Q: when did the Russians arm the Egyptians

A: -but `they didn't

In this case, the "I don't know" answer would be inaddquate,and so

would the "non-existent fact" answer; The best answer would be. the
.

one which contradicted the presupposition of the question, and

therefore *made, the question irrelevant.. .

One area that strikes me as being an extremely difficult one for

designers of question-answering systems is the one involving. the

processof logical inference. As speakers of a language, we can distinguist



between valid and invalid arguments expressedin the language.
\ ,

Given two premises, we can tell whether the conclusion follows.

One mig4 argUe,that this is not really a .problem of meaning, its

a p oblem of logic: But the decision as to whether a certah

conclusion follows from a certain set of premises is dependent on
1

the m anings of, those .sentences -thejneanings of the words, and

be desirable for

the onle,in 25.

the s

our s stem, to be able to make inferences, li

ructures in which they occur. It would

2 5 . , fact:- The Russianr, left when the-

/ .-

/ fact: The Egyptians arrived at 2

Q: When did the Russians leave?

A: when.the Egyptians arrived
ti

-
A: atl2

The f st

have o make any inference in this case, The second answer is also

acce table, and the system would have to 'make' an inference. One

gyptians arrived.

I

answer is certainly acceptable,.and :the system does not

could argue that this ability tp infer need not be programmed

AmtoLthe_syst.em because you could get both answers anyway, by making

it a two -step question.

Q: When did. the R ssians leave?

A: When the -Egypti ns arrived.

When did the Eg Ptians arrive

A: at 2

But thisltwo-step question process will not always work.

26. fact: 'All the Egyptians in Moscow are from' Cairo.

fact: Mr. AlFaiz is an'Egyptian in MoscoW.:.

Q: Is Mr. Al Faiz from Cairol.

A: yes..

Given-, the 'facts of 26, the system that couldrOt make inferences could
19
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.

only answer

After all,

is a means

"I don't knowl." This, it seems to me, would-be a waste.

the system has the information stored. What is- lacking

to get at 'that. information.

This problem of "getting at the information stored in the.

4
system is closely related to what some have called the "PrinciPle of

1
Cooperation" between speakers, in an area that's usually called

pragmatics, not semantics. Assuming two pritakers have good will

toward each other, they cooperate in suc1;01, way that even if the

question asked by speaker A cannbt be anrilred preoisely by speaker'

.-Bl.speaker B doesn't give up, He cooperates by giving what_information-

he' has.. Clearly 'the most useful quewtiob-answering 'system would

cooperateoin .the same way.
s

.1i$

.

27. fact: -The Russians warned .0,e, Egyptians four times in

March, 1972.

How many times did thel,Russians warn the Egyptians

in 1972?

A: I don't know.
/

A: (at least) four times tr
, .

V h'
,

.

The question is not one for which system is prepared. !But an

"I don't know" answer would seem ipappropriate. Equally,

inappropriate is the answer"four times" - it overgeneralizes. In

both cases, the answer would be 3:olatlng the principle of cooperatidA.

The-best answer in this case i "at least four times \"

You may have noticed thatpas have been talking' about
,t1

,presupposition and_logical infOence and the principle of cooperail n
11/

I have been saying things liki"the best answer" and"the most
h4

appropriate answer would be"4,- that.is,I have been giving, value

jdenents. This is because iphen I think about these areas, I am
f4

-,
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',...- .
.

-less sure, and considerably more speculative, about how closely

want "our system to /fnirror the abilities of humand 'It ma y be that
A

for many purposesiwe could set our sights much lower, anc not have

to concern mirde VeS with theseareas atall. But I think that

we won't know beforehand. We won't know, one way or another, .until

we build2th ,--systems----and-that-La-the jo I edve.

Before /I finish, I would like to say something about what's
. .

going on in linguistioetheory, these days, with regard to_the study

of semant structure of- language. I.mentiOned that one assumption

thatmos of us make is that the meaning of a sentence is composed of
. .1 .

the mea ings of its parts; that the notion of he -part /whole relation
7., .. .:-

is, es entially a switactic one. Many transformationalists have taken
'1

mean that a syntactic description is--1.ogi-ea-1-1-y-prior-to a

Tantic description. In fact, in the early days of transformational

eory, the syntactic component of a description of a language was

'seen as-not only prior to 'but also independent of the semantic

description of the lang But this assumption has not been held
4

by everyone who is interested in language. Many philosophers, for

example, have also been studying languages, both natural and

artificial. Many of these'philosophers are logicians and logicians

are free to construct' c51.--.de-jcribe whatever languages they want. .

They are not
_N

some
pre-exisJ'1;ting

,

languages, When they do construct languages, they construct
,/

-them in such a way that they part/whole relation giyen by the syntax

is exactly the right part/whole relation needed for the semantics.

.Linguists in the past have tended to ignore the work done by

logicians for exactly this reason. They have argued that they are

tied to the facto of natural language as_ they exist, and not as

------- they would like them to be. What the linguists failecGto see,

lc) 2i



for a long time, is that the semantic distinctions that i

logicians wanted-to make in their artificial languages

. were drawn from semantic distinctions that exist in natural
,

language. When linguists began to take semantics

seriously, the part/whole problem reared its ugly head again. The

arguMent raging among transformational linguists nowadays is

,essentially whether the correct part/whole distinctionsIneeded

#for---iyrrizacate the correct part/whole distinctions need, d for

semantics. Another way of putting thiAprobleM the

A

htquestion "Is the;v14erlying,syntactkc structure ,of a 1 nguage
.

semantically transparent`?:
T
One camp, the generative semanticists

argue that it is, andtlie other camp, the interpretilsts argue

-that it isn't. A number of linguists have been turn ng to the

logicians to see what use they can make of their_re ent work in

answering the questions that have been raised. An there are now,

a number of linguists and logicians who are pursui g the notion,.

of a logic for. natural language, "natural. logic '/one*that combi es

.s

the syntactic insights of the linguists anq the 7 mantic insights
,

of the logicians. Anyway, the controversy rages/ and it is often/'
ll

v
/

distressing to those of us in the middle, alth ugh it is proaly
/

.

productire-,for the field as a whole But I think that.in t e end,

\
,

the theoreticians will nve'be able to satisfaitorily answer these. :f,',

._

questionS unless they get feedback from the people who try to put
I

these theories.to use. A linguistic, theory/will be considered
, //

.

good only insofar'as it can explain part of what we do during the

/,

process of communication. The attempt tc?imulate this process

II

/,

using.the various theories can give valuable aid in helping to

decide which theories are better, andcsii, what purposes..
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